NEWS RECAP:
Published:
Read Mary Claire Branton’s article at Fierion University here.

Author Spotlight:
KIRKUS REVIEWS

KIRKUS Reviews calls Jessica Branton’s How To Experience Death For Beginners a solid and multi-layered thriller.

Cover Reveal:
Mikayla Lowery’s Zoby’s Zany Summer is set to release May of 2019!

New Blog Posts!
Click here to see the newest posts from Charlie’s Port kids and associates!

Call for Submissions!
We are accepting submissions by authors and illustrators who are 18 and under. Children’s, middle grade, and YA books.
Details here.

More Exciting News!
Charlie’s Port has been busy planning new imprints.

FRINGE
This imprint publishes young adult literature in many genres. We want to explore unique voices, sensitive topics, uplifting spirituality, and twisty plots.

SPRING
Most people bloom in middle school. SPRING is an imprint that engages the sensibilities of the middle reader from outrageous comedy to heartfelt drama.

LIGHT
Early readers need guidance. This imprint will offer picture books and chapter books of all sorts to focus and entertain during those tender years.

Stay connected with Charlie’s Port!